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Abstract In this paper, we propose a new approach to discover the relationship types
between a user and her contacts in a social network. This is of key importance for many
applications in the domain of photo sharing, privacy protection, information enriching, etc.
Our approach is based, on one hand, on information extracted from users’ profiles and their
shared photos, and, on the other hand, on a set of predefined rules validated by the main
user before being mined and derived according to her preferences and social network
content. The contribution of our method is twofold: 1) it is user-based enabling the user to
set her preferences and give her feedbacks on the derived rules and results, and 2) it is
multi-criteria that exploits and combines several attributes and features from user profiles
and shared photos respectively. It also allows the user to define new relationship types. We
conducted a set of experiments to validate our approach. The obtained results show the
accuracy of our approach in different scenarios.
Keywords Social networks . Link type prediction . Photo based inference . User profile .
Photo metadata . Rule mining

1 Introduction
Online social networks provide users, within their platforms, powerful ways to interact with
other users through different forms and modalities. Consequently, each user can search and
check the profiles of her social network members (for various reasons), exchange messages
with some of them, publish some photos, and post comments on shared photos, etc.
Naturally, users tend to shape their online contacts in the same way as their offline or real
life contacts. For instance, a user can be connected to different types of contacts such as
friends, family members, colleagues, etc. However, identifying and defining these different
types of relationships in social networks remain not fully explored since:
–

Several networking sites provide the users with an exclusive relationship link type with
their contacts. It is common that some users indicate other people as friends even
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–
–

–
–

though they do not particularly know or trust them [6]. Treating all the contacts in the
same way, without differentiating one user from another, is an unsafe and restrictive
practice since users need sometimes to share some data (notes, photos, videos, etc.) and
interact with some members of their social network but not with all of them. Indeed,
users quit such networking sites when their bosses, friends, and family are all presented
with the same online persona [12]
Some social networking sites provide the possibility to define manually how a user
knows each of her contacts. However, most of the time, this option is skipped by the
users and only the connection existence is indicated [14]
Measuring the closeness between users by computing the link strength cannot reveal
the type of the relationship shared by users. The frequency of interaction is highly
correlated with relationships. It can provide some insights about relationships whose
types are already identified. For instance, people at work interact with colleagues more
than with friends or family members. On the other hand, outside the work they tend to
interact more with friends and family members than with colleagues [24].
People relationships are not always symmetric or bidirectional (if Mary loves Patrick,
it does not mean that Patrick loves Mary, and vice versa). In most of current solutions,
the assumption is that people have bidirectional relationships (know, workwith, etc.)
Users’ relationships dynamically evolve and change over time. A friend becomes a
family member, a colleague becomes a friend, a friend becomes a colleague, etc.
Updating the relationships that a user has with her contacts requires constant
maintenance which is a tedious and a time-consuming duty [5].

Taking into consideration the flexible nature of social networks, a user must be
able to potentially deal with every modification of her contact list, and every
relationship’s type variation of a contact. For all these reasons, we believe that a user
needs support to identify/define (at least semi-) automatically relationship types that
she shares with her contacts in a social network. This would certainly help enhance
the level of personal privacy protection, facilitate its personalization, and contribute
positively in the organization of users’ profile contents and its simplification as an
action toward a better profile management. However, such functionality is not possible
within current approaches.
In this paper, we address this problem by leveraging the characteristics and features of
social networks, namely by using, on one hand, the available information within users’
profiles and, on the other hand, the embedded information extracted from shared photos in
which users’ contacts are depicted so to measure and qualify the types of relationship
between users. To that end, a set of rules is applied on profiles and on a collection of shared
photos. Those rules are initially based on common sense and tuned by the user (labeling the
types of relationships, personalizing the values of some attributes and thresholds, etc.)
before being extended using the Apriori mining algorithm. Our approach goes beyond
analyzing traditional communication data and classification. Our contribution consists into
constructing, for a user, different social graphs of relationships where the connection links
are enriched by their types. Within each graph, contacts with the same type of relationship
are grouped together.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present related
works. Section 3 is dedicated to present our data model and relationship type discovery
framework as well as our default basic rules. Section 4 presents our prototype and the
battery of experimental tests conducted to validate our framework. In Section 5, we
conclude this study and draw some future directions.
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2 Related works
Within the huge amount of information available on the web [17] (personal data, photos,
emails, etc.), link-based operations have been applied on various sources of information
such as email archives [32], hyperlinks implicit social structure [1], web citation
information [23], web applications [22], etc. In the literature, link-based operations can
be grouped into three categories [36]: 1) link prediction, consisting of predicting the
existence of a link, 2) link regression allowing to show how a link is rated by a user, and 3)
link classification or link type prediction allows to label/define a link between two users.
The first two categories are out of the scope of this work and thus won’t be detailed further
in the following sections. It is to be noted that while most of the work in the area of social
interaction has focused on measuring the strength of the links between connected
individuals ([18, 22, 28, 31]), only few studies have focused on identifying the type of a
link connecting entities [4]. Such approaches can be categorized into two groups: webbased and domain-specific approaches and photo-based approaches in personal album that
we detail below.
2.1 Web-based and domain specific approaches
Most of the methods, mainly in social networks, make use of web search engine to identify
the type of relationship among entities. In essence, all these approaches [16, 20, 21, 25, 34]
are domain specific and are applied on a particular type of social networks.
In [21], a social network mining system called Polyphonet is proposed. It uses search
engines to extract social networks and to infer the strength and the type of links among
entities. Polyphonet can mainly identify four types of relations which are: co-author, co-lab,
co-project, and co-conference. This is done by computing the number of co-occurrences
between two persons’ names on the web. To compute the strength between the two names,
the number of returned hits/pages is measured. To infer the relationships’ type, classification
rules are obtained by manually assigning the correct labels to pages. Then, the system
extracts the top ranked search results between two names and applies text categorization on
those pages. At this phase, pages can be classified over classes of relations. Several indices,
as stated in [21], are used to measure this such as matching coefficient, mutual information,
Dice coefficient, Jaccard coefficient, overlap coefficient, and cosine.
In [16], the authors used search engines and mining techniques to extract social
networks. Two social networks are used: artists of contemporary art, and famous firms in
Japan. The relationship identification is based on the co-occurrence of names on the web.
However, the authors argue that using only name co-occurrence becomes ineffective mainly
in two cases: 1) when two entities co-occur universally on numerous web pages, and 2)
when applied to inhomogeneous communities. To avoid this problem and to efficiently
identify the relation between two firms for example they propose to add a relation keyword
to the search query to emphasize on a specific relationship. In the case of inhomogeneous
community, such that of artists, a search query is made, and then an adaptive tuning of
threshold is applied. This method takes into consideration the fact that even though the
relation is observed as weak it might be important for the particular actors. Therefore, two
criteria are implemented: 1) links are created when the link score is higher than a given
threshold, and 2) links are created based on subjective importance even if their score is less
than the defined threshold. Hence, this satisfies the condition of having a number of links
greater than a minimum number (isolated nodes) and lower than a maximum number
(nodes with a big number of links).
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In the work presented in [25], the authors propose a method to automatically extract the
labels that describe relations among entities in social networks. The approach is applied on
a researcher social networks and political social networks. To discover the type of
relationship between two entities, the system extracts from web pages the surrounding local
contexts in which those entities co-occur. Common keywords are collected and ordered
according to TF-IDF1 “Term Frequency—Inverse Document Frequency” [29] based
scoring. Then, entities are clustered according to the similarity of their context. The
representative terms in a cluster are extracted as labels to describe the relations of each
entity pair in the cluster.
The authors in [20] propose to detect the relationship type between named entities in an
open domain where Friend Of A Friend (FOAF) information and interpersonal relations are
not available. The relation labeling starts by submitting two entities to a search engine and
then by extracting cue patterns from the returned results. Cue patterns, also called local
contexts, include person names, organization names, location names, and some other noun
phrases. Then, each cue pattern is submitted to the Open Directory Project (ODP), a human
edited directory, which will return the top N taxonomy paths. A directed graph is built using
the returned taxonomy paths. After that, critical nodes or potential categories are extracted
using a web page ranking algorithm such as PageRank, HITS, or Markov chain random
process. At the end, most representative snippets are selected and used to extract potential
relationships according to the defined critical nodes.
In the work of [34], a time-constrained probabilistic factor graph model (TPFG) is
proposed to model the advisor-advisee relationship as a mining problem using a jointly
likelihood objective function. The input of the graph model is the DBLP Computer Science
Bibliography Database.2 First, a homogenous graph is constructed where an edge is created
between every author’s node and the publication node. Some assumptions based on
common sense are used to remove unlikely relations of advisor-advisee. Two measures are
used to reflect the correlation of the two authors and the imbalance of the occurrences
between the advisor and the advisee. Within those two measures, the time factor is
incorporated. Second, a dedicated learning algorithm developed to infer the TPFG graph is
adopted. This graph is constructed to integrate local features like the relationship type and
the start/end time of this relationship. By maximizing the joint probability of the factor
graph, the relationship is inferred and the ranking score for each relation edge on the
candidate graph is computed.
Most of the presented approaches [16, 20, 21, 25] proposed for relationship type
discovery are based on web search engines which is really restrictive since they deal, in a
way or in another, with communities having information already published on the web (as
most of the information available on the web about individuals is information published for
professional reasons). Hence, they can be only applied on communities in specific domains
(e.g., researchers, politicians, famous firms, artists, etc.). Furthermore, corresponding
algorithms, based on heuristics, are only applicable within a particular type of community
[34]. Although that the retrieved web documents are domain depended, they are highly
heterogeneous, often unstructured, and may contain uncontrollable information that can
make the mining process completely inaccurate (advertisements, popups, etc.). Therefore,
1

TF-IDF is commonly used in Information Retrieval (IR) field as a token-based method to compute the
similarity between sentences. Usually, it represents a document as a weighted vector where each term weight
is computed in function of the number of its occurrences within a document as well as its occurrences in the
entire corpus.
2
http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/~ley/db/
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there is a need to propose new alternatives that are not only limited to one type of
community and are not based on search engines but can take into consideration users who
do not have information published about them on the web (such those of social networks).
2.2 Photos based approaches in personal album
The intuition behind this category of approaches is that when two persons are depicted
together in a photo, this implies that they share some social connection. Approaches that
propose to predict the type of relationship from users-generated data, especially from the
profile information and the published photos, are still rare.
The work presented in [11] is a preliminary investigation in measuring social networks
through the natural social activity of being depicted in photos. A weighted graph is formed
based on people co-appearance information. The edge weight, between two persons, is
computed in function of two parameters: 1) the number of photos in which the two users
appear (this directly affects the strength of the link), and 2) the number of persons depicted
in a photo (this inversely affects the relationship strength).
In [35], the authors propose to detect social clusters from consumers’ photos. A scheme
is proposed to construct a weighted undirected graph by examining the co-occurrence of
individuals in photos. A closeness measure is defined here that takes into consideration
different elements in the photo: the distance between two faces, the number of faces, and
the number of co-appearances in other photos. To detect the embedded social clusters, a
graph clustering algorithm that maximizes the modularity of the graph partition is applied
on the constructed graph.
The approach described in [30] proposes to discover the relationships (relatives, friends,
child friends, and acquaintances) between the owner of a set of photos and the persons
appearing within these photos. Two sets of rules are adopted here: 1) the first set of rules is
qualified to be hard rules since related rules are considered to be always true, and 2) the
second set of rules is qualified as soft (since related rules are not be always true) and
generated from a training set (a photo collection where the relationship type is known). The
inputs of this model are the names of the persons, their ages, and genders. Learning on soft
rules and inferring relationship types are based on a statistical relational model called
Markov Logic.
In [37], the proposed approach estimates the relationship type among people that appear
in a collection of photos. From a family photo collection, a relation tree is constructed, and
relationship types such as family, extended family, and friend are derived. To build the tree,
the approach is mainly based on face analysis techniques that include face recognition,
clustering, and similarity methods. Besides those techniques, the approach includes the use
of age and gender, co-occurrences and relative position of persons, and timestamps. The
relationship estimation starts by applying the face analysis technique to build clusters and to
gather information from photos. Then, observations and knowledge from experiments are
applied to these photos in order to identify the relationships.
The described approaches in this category are interesting but suffer of several
drawbacks. First, they only consider one subset of attributes available in photos. The input
is mainly restricted to the following attributes: age, gender, co-occurrences of persons.
Considering only those attributes would obviously limit the capacity of the system to
exploit other rich information available able to enhance and facilitate the discovery of all
relationship types. Second, users’ profile, or the profile of the owner of the photo album, is
not taken into consideration. Third, they are not user-based. In [30], the authors define an
interesting approach to discover relationship between users within consumer photos.
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Although, the approach defines a set of hard and soft rules to discover the relationship
types, it assigns all the soft rules with the same weight regardless of the users’ context.
Consequently, this approach is not able to adapt to users by considering their photo
collections. Last but not least, the work described in [37] is only restricted to visual
features. This means that the discovery of the type of relationships is limited to predefined
and not extendable rules obtained from experiments and observations. In Table 1, we
summarize and compare the main characteristics of the existing methods.
As observed, within the scope of social networks, approaches that identify social
relationships based on users’ photo are rare. Existing approaches deal generally with
consumer photo collections. Consequently, it is required to have a photo-based approach to
enrich relationship types of social network users. It is very likely that the use of a wider set
of information embedded in photos’ multifaceted attributes can provide very useful
information to be exploited. Additionally, user’s profile would certainly help to obtain
additional useful information as well as the user preference and context.

3 Our photo-based inference approach for relationship type discovery
Defining/identifying relationship types between users of a social network in not an easy
task. Even when the relationship types are explicitly assigned by the user (which is rarely
the case since users usually skip this step), maintaining the relationship types updated is
complex, time consuming, and tedious. A possible way to do that would consist of
comparing (the same or similar) values of some particular attributes, part of the user
profiles, and consequently inferring some knowledge from the comparison result. However,
this would be limited to the set of attributes to be used for comparison in the two profiles.
To overcome this, we propose in this study a rule-based user-oriented approach able to
exploit several users profiles’ attributes with the set of multimedia data shared within the
social network of a given user. It is to be noted that 80% of shared information between
users on social network is multimedia (photos, songs, videos, etc.) representing mainly
personal data3 which could be very fruitful in discovering relationship types between users.
Our aim is to discover the relationship types between a given user and her social network
contacts (as illustrated in Table 2—Precision and Recall values with different confidence
scores Fig. 1). For instance, a friend can also be a colleague and a family member. Although
computing the closeness (link strength) between two users is interesting, it is out of the
scope of this study.
In order to describe our approach, we first present our data model before detailing our
framework.
3.1 Data model
In this section, we present our data model and define the different concepts used in the context
of our relationship type inference approach based on user profiles and shared photos.
Definition 1 Star Social Network: is a set of entities representing the set of users connected
using a set of relationships to a given user u0. It is defined in our study as a directed star graph:
G : ðU ; R; pÞ
3

http://www.hesge.ch/heg
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where:

&

&
&

U is a set of users. Each user u ∈ U is defined as u: uid ∪ (a1,…, an) ∪ (m1,…, mn) where
ai represents an attribute to describe the user profile (e.g., name, phone, etc.) in the
social network, and mj represents a multimedia attribute to describe a shared multimedia
object (e.g., photo, song, video, etc.). These two categories of attributes will be detailed
later on.
R{} contains the set of relationship types adopted in the social network (e.g., knows,
friendof, colleagueof, etc.).
π: {u0}×U ↦ r where r ∈ R, is a function that assigns a relationship type r between a
given user u0 and other users. For instance, knows(Dupont, Alice) means that the given
user Dupont knows Alice. Here, the relationships are dependent to the given user and
thus directed accordingly (as illustrated in Fig. 2).
We note by Gr a sub-graph of G where only the relationship type r is used between users:
Gr : ðU ; rÞ

□

Definition 2 User Profile: allows to describe the characteristics of a user in the social
network via a set of attributes (a1:v1,…, an:vn) where each attribute ai is part of the
vocabulary used for describing profiles, and each value vi is assigned to an attribute such as
name, image, projects, work, etc. In this work, we adopt FOAF,4 among many other
vocabularies, to represent a social network profile. It stands for Friend-Of-A-Friend and
defines a set of attributes, grouped into categories as shown in Fig. 3. FOAF is a machinereadable semantic vocabulary that describes people, their relationships, their projects, etc.
FOAF documents are written in XML syntax and adopt the conventions of the Resource
Description Framework (RDF). In reality, FOAF is considered as the richest vocabulary to
use in terms of describing users’ profiles and has currently become a widely accepted
standard since many large social networking websites propose a FOAF profile for their
users [10].
□
In this study, we only focus on the personal photo-oriented multimedia objects: photo,
salient object, and photo album that depict one or several people within the captured scene
(s). It is to be noted that FOAF provides two attributes used to represent photos: img and
image. While the former attribute is used to represent a photo of a person (like a homepage
photo), the latter attribute can be used for any other representation (e.g., animal, thing, etc.).
In our study, image attribute is used to represent all the remaining photos in the profile.
Definition 3 Photo: is a multimedia blob object that contains embedded attributes with
descriptions that illustrate and give important information about the captured scene. More
formally, we represent a photo in the following way
Photo: (pid, meta, caption, so*)
where:

&
&

4

pid represents the photo Universal Resource Identifier (URI).
meta or metadata is the set of technical descriptions embedded in the photo that takes the
form of data about data. Here, metadata can be defined as information not related to the
semantic content of the photo (author, location, date, etc.). Adding metadata at the creation
time requires no effort. Actually, recent digital devices provide such functionalities. This is
http://xmlns.com/foaf/spec/
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Fig. 1 A social network of a
main user showing how one or
more relationship types can exist
with her contacts

&

&

considered as a best practice if all the information related to the date, the place, and other
technical characteristics are available when capturing the photo. Here, we assume that
photos use the Exif5 standard to extract the following metadata in a photo: Date, Time, and
Location. We choose Exif because most of digital cameras store automatically such
information in the header of the images using this standard. In Exif, captured images are
described using a predefined set of attributes in terms of the context, the environment, and
the technical characteristics (exposure time, resolution, focal length, shutter speed, etc.).
The value of the Location metadata is extracted from the following attributes: exif:
gpsLatitude, and exif:gpsLongitude. The values of the Date, and the Time metadata are
extracted from the following attribute: exif:dateTime.
caption is the textual description provided by the main user as an image caption. Usually, an
image caption gives some relevant information about the image in terms of places, objects,
people, etc. which could be useful and helpful in the process of discovering the type of
relationship between users. In this study, the caption of a photo is represented using the
Dublin Core (DC) standard,6 which is a compact metadata standard used for cross-domain
information resource description. It is simple to use and easy to implement thus allowing
the non-specialist to use it (librarians, researchers, and music collectors, etc.).
so* is the set of salient objects depicted in the photo.
□

Definition 4 Salient Object: represents a person (face) in a photo. Each salient object in our
study must have a match with one of the profiles (and precisely with images) of the social
network so it can be identified. Faces are particularly important in our model not only to identify
the related people (when applying face detection and recognition algorithms) but also to extract
other interesting information related to the age and gender since several visual (age and gender)
estimators can be applied [3, 19]. Two main methods are possible to get so*: 1) Manual:
some social networks provide users with the possibility to tag salient objects in photos (by
drawing rectangles on the related regions and filling the names of corresponding contacts/
people), 2) Automatic: using face detection algorithms to detect faces in the photos.
In this work, we assume that so* are already identified and tagged by users (method 1)
since the collected photos are from a social network site which provides such functionality.
Formally, a salient object is defined as:
so: (uid, pid, Date/Time, location, tag)

5

http://www.exif.org
DC is an XML/RDF based syntax used to describe textual as well as audiovisual documents (see http://
dublincore.org/).

6
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Fig. 2 A sample star social
network with three relationship
types

where:

&
&
&
&

uid is the identifier of the person who created the given so. It can be the owner of the
photo or one of her contacts.
pid is the identifier of the related photo
Date/Time is the date/time value when so was created
Location is the region containing the salient object in the photo. The salient object is not
assigned a fixed width and height. Its coordinates determine the location and the size of

Fig. 3 FOAF attributes
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the salient object region. We represent a salient object as a region in the photo using the
Image vocabulary7
tag ∈ {text, photo, video, audio} is the tag assigned to this salient object. The tag can be
in the form of a text, or another multimedia object used to tag this so. In this work, the
tag is only limited to a text that contains either the name of a person (and assumed to be
in the social network) or an adjective (cousin, wife, etc.).
Its creator, date/time of creation, and description are represented using the DC
standard.
□

Definition 5 Photo Album: It is a set of photos grouped together. The title and the
description of an album are given by the creator of the photo album. A user, ux, may create
several photo albums according to several criteria. Other users may share with ux their
photo albums. An album is represented as follows:
PhotoAlbum: (uid, aid, title, desc, photo*)
where:

&
&
&
&
&

uid is the identifier of the creator of the album
aid represents the photo album Universal Resource Identifier (URI)
title is the title of the album
desc is the description assigned to the whole album
photo* is the set of related photos.
Its creator, title and description are represented using the DC standard.

□

Definition 6 User Preferences: enable the user to tune the settings of attributes by assigning
them some values. It is represented as a set of attributes: (pref1:s1,…, prefn:sn) where prefi
∈{relationship label, work time, workdays, work place name, work place GPS location, work
keywords, holidays dates, home place name, home place GPS location, family keywords,
friend place name, friend place GPS location, friend keywords, age range categories}, and
each si is the value associated to the related preference attributes. Users can choose to fill
manually the values of any attribute or to leave the system trying to obtain these values from
the users’ profiles. Some of the attributes are related to each relationship type (e.g., work time
is related to the Colleague type, home place is related to the Family type, etc.).
□
To illustrate the proposed data model used in this study, let us consider the shared photo
of Alice in Fig. 4. Her FOAF social profile is described in Fig. 5. For the sake of space
reduction, we only display a small set of information available in her profile, one album
photo, and one of her contact list.
3.2 Framework
Our framework is composed of 5 main modules: 1) Profile Parser, 2) Photo Parser, 3)
User Preferences, 4) Rule Analyzer, and 5) Relationship-type Discoverer. The star social
network of the main user is the input of the whole process. The framework is detailed in
Fig. 6 and the rule analyzer is shown in Fig. 7.
1. Profile parser: extracts the profile of the main user as well as the profiles of all
available contacts in the star social network (e.g., age, gender, working place name,
school name, etc.). The values of all the selected attributes are stored in the profiles
database component.
7

http://www.bnowack.de/w3photo/pages/image_vocabs
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so(5,39,2010-1002/10:17:13,

so(1,39,2010-10-

(200,40), Maria )

03/17:07:34,
(375,205), Alice)

Photo caption: Celebrating the arrival of Alice

Fig. 4 Sample photo (with its salient objects) shared on the social network of Alice

2. Photo parser: retrieves, analyzes, and stores the photos of the user’s profile (e.g., img
and image) as well as all the photos shared by her contacts in order to extract available
metadata, captions, descriptions, tags, and other information defined in our data
model.
3. User Preferences: stores user’s preferences (e.g., labeling relationship types to be
discovered, assigning a list of keyword to each category [8], choosing valid predefined
basic rules, giving work place and home place details, etc.) and feedback. Users can
define sub-categories within the default relationship types. For instance, users can
choose to differentiate between different types of colleague such as “former colleague”
and “current colleagues”.
4. Rule analyzer: tests, via its rule validator component, the validity of the set of
selected predefined basic rules8 over the stored user profiles and photos in order to
come up with “valid basic rules” (that match with at least one photo) and “invalid basic
rules”. Thus, persons depicted in photos corresponding to a valid rule are assigned the
relationship type indicated in the rule. Of course, a contact can be assigned to more
than one category (e.g., a person, who appears in two photos having different
relationship types, is assigned to the two relationship categories). “Valid basic rules”
and “invalid basic rules” are relaxed and derived with respect to the main user’s social
network content and preferences by the rule miner component of the rule analyzer. This
component applies mining techniques on input rules and consequently generates a set
of derived (or relaxed) valid rules and invalid rules to be applied later on the remaining
set of photos and profiles. In this work, we chose to use the association rule mining
methods (See Appendix A for a short description about them). Other methods could
have been used such as: Decision Tree [27], Bayesian classifiers [26], SVM [33], etc.
However, we chose to adopt association rule mining methods because it is found to be
more accurate than some traditional classification methods, such as C4.5 [13]. These

8

The basic rules, which are based on common sense, are considered as being the more trustworthy. They will
be detailed later on.
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<rdf:RDF
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"
xmlns:foaf="http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/"
xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/"
xmlns:exif="http://www.w3.org/2003/12/exif/ns#"
Information about the
xmlns:imreg="http://www.w3.org/2004/02/image-regions#">
owner of the profile
<foaf:Person rdf:ID="5">
<foaf:name>Alice</foaf:name>
<foaf:gender>female</foaf:gender>
A document (photo album)
<foaf:age>38</foaf:age>
where many photos are stored
<foaf:Document rdf:ID="aid1">
<dc:creator>5</dc:creator>
<dc:description>Some photos with my colleagues</dc:description>
The description of a photo album
<foaf:Image rdf:about="photo1.jpg">
<exif:IFD>
The identifier of
<exif:dateTimeOriginal>2010-01-18T16:07:30</exif:dateTimeOriginal>
<exif:gpsLatitudeRef>N</gpsLatitudeRef>
the creator of the
<exif:gpsLatitude>33.87546</gpsLatitude>
The metadata of the photos
photo album
<exif:gpsLongitudeRef>W</gpsLongitudeRef>
<exif:gpsLongitude>116.30162</gpsLongitude>
The caption of the photo
</exif:IFD>
<dc:description>An afternoon at work</dc:description>
<imreg:hasRegion rdf:about="photo1.jpg">
The user identifier “Alice”
<imreg:Rectangle>
<dc:creator>5</dc:creator>
The creation date of
A photo part of the photo album
<dc:date>2010-10-03T17:07:34+01:00</dc:date>
the salient object
<imreg:coords>375 205 95 115</imreg:coords>
<foaf:depicts rdf:resource="http://location.server.org/foaf1.rdf"/>
<dc:description>Alice</dc:description>
</imreg:Rectangle>
A salient
<imreg:hasRegion rdf:about="photo2.jpg">
objet region
<imreg:Rectangle>
FOAF profile of Alice
<dc:creator>1</dc:creator>
<dc:date>2010-10-03T10:17:13+01:00</dc:date>
<imreg:coords>200 40 87 100</imreg:coords>
<foaf:depicts rdf:resource="http://location.server.org/foaf2.rdf"/>
<dc:description>Maria</dc:description>
</imreg:Rectangle>
A link to the
<imreg:hasRegion>
tagged person
</foaf:Image>
with her name
</foaf:Document>
<foaf:knows>
“Maria”
<foaf:Person>
Contacts of the owner of the profile
<foaf:name>Maria</foaf:name>
<foaf:mbox>maria@mailserver.com</foaf:mbox>
</foaf:Person>
</foaf:knows>
</foaf:Person>
</rdf:RDF>

Fig. 5 Representation of Alice FOAF profile

methods yield new rules that explore highly confident associations among multiple
attributes. Thus, they overcome some constraints encountered by decision-tree
induction approaches, which consider only one attribute at a time [38].
5. Relationship-type Discoverer: takes as input the “derived valid rules” and the
remaining9 set of photos and profiles of corresponding users in order to assign them
matched relationship types. If multiple derived valid rules match a same photo, the rule
with the highest confidence score is used. After, if other photos remain un-typed, the
“derived invalid rules” are applied over them. This does not mean, however, that the

9

The photos that remain without any matching with a basic rule.
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Fig. 6 Architecture of our framework for relationship type discovery

Fig. 7 Rule analyzer
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missing relationship types are predefined and/or belong to the remaining types. In this
case, the system would ask the user to provide new relationship type label(s).
The pseudo-code of our algorithm of relationship type discovery is provided here. The
functions used in this algorithm are listed in Appendix B.
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3.3 Default basic rules
Here, we present the basic set of rules that we use to discover the three following types of
relationships that link a user to her contacts: Colleague, Family and Friend relationship. In
order to check the validity of a rule, the algorithm extracts different kinds of information
from photos and profiles:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

the
the
the
the
the

metadata of the photo (day, time, and description),
photo cardinality (photoCard),
maximum difference of age between persons depicted in the photo (ageRange),
gender of the persons depicted in the photo (gender),
place depicted in the photo (its description and its GPS location).

The following algorithm shows how to discover the colleague relationship type.

The rules state that persons depicted in a photo are assigned to the relationship type
colleague in the following cases:
1. When a photo description matches with the place name description of the
colleague relationship type (from user preferences) or with the set of keywords
assigned to the colleague relationship type (from user preferences). This is
true regardless of the daytime and regardless whether it is a working day or not
(line 2).
2. When the distance between the GPS location of the colleague relationship
type (from user preferences) and the GPS location of the photo is equal to 0. This is
true regardless of the daytime and regardless whether it is a working day or not
(line 2).
3. When a group of persons (e.g., the number is greater than 2 persons) is depicted in a
photo (line 3). The age difference between all these persons can be small (less than
20 years) or big (greater than 20 years). No babies, no kids are depicted in the photos.
The age difference value, which is 20 years by default, is a threshold that can be
modified in the user preferences. The day must be a working day, and the time must be
a working time. The place depicted in the photo is unknown (an unknown place is a
place having a description different from all the descriptions and from all the keywords
assigned to relationship type, and a GPS location different from all the GPS location in
the user preferences).
4. When two persons of the same gender are depicted alone in some photos (line 4).
Here, the number of photo in which they co-appear alone is set to be less than 3
photos (default threshold in the user preferences). The day must be a working
day, and the time must be a working time. The place depicted in the photo is
unknown.
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The family relationship type discovery algorithm is provided in the following pseudocode. The rules state that persons depicted in a photo are assigned to the relationship type
family in the following cases:

1. When a photo description matches with the place name description of the family
relationship type (in the user preferences) or with the set of keywords assigned to the
family relationship type. This is true regardless of the daytime and regardless whether it
is a working day or not (line 2).
2. When the distance between the GPS location of the family relationship type (user
preferences) and the GPS location of the photo is equal to 0. This is true regardless of
the daytime and regardless whether it is a working day or not (line 2).
3. When two persons, one of them is an adult and the other is a baby or a kid, are depicted
alone in a photo. The place depicted in the photo is unknown. In this case, the
relationship type is family, regardless of the daytime and regardless whether it is a
working day or not (line 3).
4. When two persons of different gender are depicted alone in some photos (line 4). Here,
the number of photo in which they co-appear alone is set to be greater than 3 photos.
The age difference between all these persons can be small or big. Neither babies nor
kids are depicted in the photos. The place depicted in the photo is unknown. The
relationship type is family, regardless of the daytime and regardless whether it is a
working day or not (line 4).
5. When a group of person is depicted in the photo. The age difference is big and the
place depicted in the photo is unknown (line 5).
The pseudo-code of the friend relationship type discovery is below.

The rules state that persons depicted in a photo are assigned to the relationship type
friend in the following cases:
1. When a photo description matches with the place name description of the friend
relationship type or with the set of keywords assigned to the friend relationship type.
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This is true regardless of the daytime and regardless whether it is a working day or not
(line 2).
2. When the distance between the GPS location of the friend relationship type and the
GPS location of the photo is equal to 0. This is true regardless of the daytime and
regardless whether it is a working day or not (line 2).
3. When two persons of different gender are depicted alone in some photos (line 4). Here,
the number of photo in which they co-appear alone is set to be less than 3 photos. The
age difference between all these persons can be small or big. Neither babies nor kids
are depicted in the photos. The place depicted in the photo is unknown. The
relationship type is friend, regardless of the daytime and regardless whether it is a
working day or not (line 3).
4. When a group of person is depicted in the photo. The age difference is small and the
place depicted in the photo is unknown (line 4).

4 Prototype and experiments
In this section, we present the prototype and the experiments that we conducted to assess
the efficiency and the relevancy of our approach. First, we detail the prototype that we
designed before describing the dataset used in the tests and the results obtained for the
different parameters calculated in order to quantify the contribution of the proposed
method.
4.1 Prototype
Implemented using C# programming language, our prototype encompasses 5 main
components:
1. Profile and photo retriever: is used to retrieve the set of (contacts) profiles and shared
photos of a given user. Photos are retrieved with their metadata, captions, descriptions,
and salient objects.
2. Photo editor: provides a user with the possibility to edit the photos. She may modify
metadata attribute values, add a tag, give a description, etc.
3. Preference manager: allows a user to define her own settings. She can set the
relationship types that she wishes to discover. For each relationship type, she has to fill
the label, the keywords, and the values of the related attributes.
4. Relationship finder: is the main module. It allows to assign a relationship type to the
persons that appear in users’ photos. This component uses a set of basic rules whose
attribute values are taken from the preference manager component. All photos are
analyzed by these rules.
5. Rule Miner: extracts new rules derived from the basic set of rules. In this
component, we implement the Apriori rule mining algorithm [2]. This algorithm
generates frequent itemsets for a given dataset and then scans them to select the
most frequent items in the dataset. In a given dataset, association rule mining
finds all rules that satisfy the minimum support and the minimum confidence.
The user profile, his preferences, and the output are stored as XML files. In Figs. 8 and 9, we
show some snapshots of the user interfaces of this prototype below.
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Snapshot of the photo editor interface

Snapshot of the user preferences module

Fig. 8 Input interfaces

4.2 Experiments
To validate our approach, we conducted a set of tests using a collection of real personal photos
that belongs to 10 users on Facebook.10 We used a dataset consisting of 1000 photos equally
distributed between 10 users. In our study, we limited the discovery process to only the three
default relationship types: Colleague, Family, and Friend. We assume that each user knows
the relationship type to each of her contacts list. Each user had 60 contacts where 25% are
colleagues, 40% are family members, and 35% are friends. In our experiments, 22% of the
photos contained one person, 50% contained two persons, and 28% contained more than two
persons. Note that in this study, we assume that the photos are already tagged. The string
comparison was done with exact matching. To measure the relevance of our approach in
detecting and discovering correct relationship types, we used three popular information
retrieval measures: Precision (P), Recall (R), and F-score (F) calculated as follows:

where TP, FP, and FN denote respectively True Positive (number of returned correct
relationships), False Positive (number of returned incorrect relationships), and False Negative
(number of not discovered correct relationships).
The aim of the set of experiments conducted in this study was to evaluate: 1) the
relevance of our proposed method before and after the rule mining, 2) the correctness and
the scope of our set of basic rules, 3) the relevance of our proposed approach while varying
the percentage of annotated photos, 4) the impact of varying the confidence and the support
values on the results after the rule mining, 5) the execution time, and 6) the capacity to
potentially discover undefined relationships.
In the following experiments (except Test 3), the dataset of photos was annotated
of 50% (e.g., some photo attributes were assigned empty values). Experiments were
10

http://www.facebook.com
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Snapshot of the star network interface with relationship
types

Snapshot of the classification interface of photos
according to their relationship types

Fig. 9 Output interfaces

carried out on an Intel Core Duo processor machine with 2.50 GHz processing speed
and 2GB of RAM.
4.2.1 Test 1: relevance of our proposed approach before and after rule mining
The first test aimed at showing that our approach was able to discover the correct
relationship type between a user and her contacts, with and without using the rule mining
algorithm. For the mining approach, we varied the value of the minimum confidence score.
As a result, only rules with a higher confidence value than this minimum score were
selected; the ones that have a smaller value were eliminated from the new set of rules.
The obtained results are shown in Table 2. One can see that the score of the precision
varied in different manners with and without mining based on the relationship type, while
for the recall the score after mining was greater than or equal to its score without mining.
Indeed, the interpretation of these results must jointly consider the two results. Here, we
emphasizes on these results in 3 main points:
1) When having a minimum confidence score of 0%: The recall value without mining was
less than the recall value for a minimum confidence score of 0%. This means that the
system was able to discover a bigger number of correct relationship types. In other
words, a minimum confidence of 0% means that all the mined rules obtained from the
Apriori algorithm were used. This explains why the system with mining was able to
discover 34% more correct relationship types for the Colleague category, 24% more for
Table 2 Precision and Recall values with different confidence scores
Colleague
P

Family
R

P

Friend
R

P

R

Without mining

53%

53%

52%

52%

53%

53%

With mining: confidence 0%

53%

87%

55%

76%

67%

67%

With mining: confidence 50%

60%

87%

42%

57%

69%

73%

With mining: confidence 100%

53%

53%

52%

52%

53%

53%
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the Family category, and 14% more for the Friend category. However, since all the
obtained rules were applied, this means that the system might also have returned false
positive results. For instance, as shown in Table 2, the precision of the Colleague
category after mining was the same with and without mining. In fact, the number of
true positive increased as well as the number of all returned results with mining. This
explains why the precision measure didn’t increase. However, the number of true
positive relevant relationship types has increased since the recall value increased by
30%. As for the precision value of the Family category, the precision after mining was
3% better, like the precision for the Family category, which also was better after mining
with 14% higher precision than before mining
2) When having a minimum confidence score of 50%: only rules with higher confidence value
were taken into consideration. This filtered out the initial set of rules and gave the following
result: the precision value, for the Colleague and Friend categories, increased respectively
of 7% for the first and 2% for the second category. For the Family category, the precision
dropped down. Although rules with confidence score less than 50% were capable to
identify a number of Family relationships, they were eliminated (for a minimum
confidence score of 50%). So, a number of Family relationship types previously identified
with 0% confidence score was not identified with 50% confidence score. As a proof to
this interpretation, we can see that the recall score dropped down for the Family category
with a minimum confidence of 50%. This means that some true positive results were not
identified. In the cases of Colleague and the Friend categories, the increase of the recall
percentage was due to a decrease in the number of the returned false positive results
3) When having a minimum confidence of 100%: only rules, which had a confidence of
100%, were selected. This was the uppermost value that could be applied and the
obtained sets of mined rules were very similar to the basic set of rules. The relaxed
rules in the Apriori algorithm were filtered by this confidence value. As a result,
similar precision and recall values were obtained with and without mining.
Obviously, these results confirm the capacity of our approach to discover relationships
between persons in the context of social networks. In addition, it shows that obtained
results when applying derived rules allowed to improve the results.
4.2.2 Test 2: a comparative study of the used rules
In this test, we compared our set of basic rules presented in Section 3.3 with the set of rules
used in the work of Singla et al. [30] where the rules aimed to discover two big categories
of relationship types: family (relative, parents) and friends (acquaintances). However, our
basic set of rules considers three relationship types: family, friend, and colleague.
Consequently, in order to be able to compare the two sets of rules we filtered our basic
set of rules so they only refer to family and friends relationship types.
We used the same dataset for both tests as the one described in this experiment section.
We conducted this test using only basic rules without mining. The following table
summarizes the F-scores results obtained in this test.
Table 3 F-score results when
comparing the basic rules

Family

Friend

Singla et al. [30]

58,46%

60%

Our approach

73,87%

75,5%
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As observed in the Table 3, for both relationship type (Family and Friend) our approach
achieved a higher F-score value than the one of the other approach. Indeed, while the rules
in [30] are limited to a subset of attributes (age, gender, co-appearance), our rules consider a
wider set of attributes extracted from photos such as date, time, location, etc.
4.2.3 Test 3: relevance of our proposed approach while varying the percentage
of annotations/descriptions in photos

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

F-score

F-score

In this test, we varied the percentage of annotations/descriptors in photos by assigning
empty values to one or several photo attributes. The aim of this test was to study the effect
of available annotations/descriptors of the photos on discovering the relationship types
using our approach. To do that, we conducted 4 experiments with different photo annotation
percentages varying them from 25% to 100%. The confidence value varied from 0% to
100% in each of these experiments. The obtained results in terms of F-score on Colleague,
Family, and Friend categories are provided in Fig. 10. One can easily observe that the more
the dataset is annotated, the more the result is accurate. This observation was true for all the
categories and for all the confidence values. Another important observation to note is
related to the tendency of F-score value which drops down when reaching 90% of
confidence value. This is due to the limited number of rules with a confidence value
between 90% and 100%. In other terms, since the set of used rules was restricted to the
basic rules, the obtained F-score value was similar to the one without mining. This

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

0

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Confidence value

Confidence value

Colleague relationship

Family relationship

F-score

0

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Annotation
percentage

0

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Confidence value

Friend relationship
Fig. 10 Comparing the results of F-score while varying the percentage of photos annotations for each
relationship type
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experiment showed also that for a 100% set of annotated photos, a high F-score value was
obtained:

&
&
&

for Colleague relationship: between 80% and 100%,
for Family relationship: between 90% and 100%,
for Friend relationship: between 75% and 80%.

For a percentage of 25% of annotated photos (this was the lowest percentage), while
varying the confidence value between 0% and 90%, the F-score value achieved a score
between 61% and 69% for Colleague relationship, between 41% and 49% for Family
relationship, and between 51% and 59% for Friend relationship. This means that accurate
and efficient results can be obtained even with partly annotated sets of photos are in hand.
4.2.4 Test 4: impact of varying the confidence value and the support value on the results
after rule mining
Through this test, we investigated the accuracy of our approach while varying support and
confidence scores of the mined rules. The F-score values for all of the three relationship types
were computed. Results of the three categories showed the same pattern. The support score
was varied from 0% to 100%. Support scores with a percentage greater than 35% gave the
same results, and consequently we don’t show them on the result obtained in Fig. 11.
Based on the computed results shown in Fig. 11, we were able to pin down two main
observations:

&

&

When the confidence value is equal to 100%: For different support values, regardless of
the F-score value, all reported the same F-score value. In such cases, the generated rules
were filtered out and eliminated from the new set of rules. Consequently, the set of rules
was reduced to the set of basic rules available before applying the mining algorithm
The lower the support value, the higher the value of the F-score: Rules with low support
value use a wider set of rules to discover relationships, this is why they achieved greater
F-score values than rules with higher support values.

4.2.5 Test 5: execution time

Fig. 11 Comparing the F-score
values while varying the support
and the confidence values of the
mined rules

F-score

We analyzed the execution time of our proposed approach with different parameters. We
measured the execution time before and after applying the rule mining. It was obvious that
without applying the rule mining, the overall time to scan and process the collection of
photos was higher than the time needed to process the remaining photos after mining. As
mentioned previously, the rules obtained after mining were only applied to the remaining
1
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Fig. 12 Measuring the execution
time while varying the support
and the confidence values of the
mined rules
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photos that the basic set of rules haven’t discovered previously. In Fig. 12, we show the
time execution after mining with different support and confidence values.
We varied the confidence value that is represented on the x-axis. We considered different
support values ranging from 5% to 35%. Above 35%, the reported results were the same.
The measured time is drawn as a line for each support value and for each confidence value.
We can obviously see that the execution time was decreasing when the confidence value
was increasing. In fact, the number of used rules decreased since rules having a confidence
value less than the minimum one were eliminated. The same reasoning was true for the
different support values. In both cases, fewer applied rules required less execution time.
In Fig. 13, we show the effect of varying the number of photos in a collection. We used
different album photo collection ranging from 100 to 500 photos per album and per user.
Different measures are shown for each collection evaluated based on different confidence
values. As observed on the graph, the execution time needed to process all the photos
increased rapidly but this is acceptable when having reasonable social network size and/or
number of shared photos.
4.2.6 Test 6: a recommendatory system using the non-used hard rules
The aim of this experiment was to show that our system was able to detect the existence of
undefined relationship types and allows the user to label them. As shown in Fig. 14, when the
confidence values range between 0% and 40%, the basic set of rules and their extended rules
were enough to discover all the relationship types. However, when a confidence score is greater
than 40%, they did not succeed in identifying the relationship type(s) for the set of remaining
photos. Accordingly, the proposed approach was able to suggest the possibility of having a set
of photos that share common patterns. In fact, as we notice in Fig. 14, the system started to
return its recommendation from a minimum confidence of 40%. This is due to the number of
extended rules eliminated because their confidence value was lower than the required one.
Therefore, contacts depicted in these photos were left without a defined relationship type. This
was the trend for values whose confidence value ranged between 40% and 90%. This series
reached a peak for the confidence value of 70% and then it decreased. For a confidence equals
to 100%, there was no returned results by the system because no rule had a confidence 100%.
35
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Fig. 13 Measuring the execution
time while varying the number
of photos
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In this test, we showed how the system is able to detect undefined relationships from a
set of photos that share common characteristics. The user can assign any relationship type
of her choice to persons depicted within the set of photos. The ability to discover new
persons appearing in photos was based on common characteristics derived from relaxing/
deriving the unused basic rules.

5 Conclusion
In this work, we have addressed the issue of enriching relationship types between users in
social network sites. The main objective is to protect the privacy of a user by identifying the
type of the relationship between her and her contacts. Our approach extracts information from
users’ profiles, in particular photos and their attributes, in order to identify the types of
relationships. A set of basic rules based on observations and common sense is used. These rules
are extended in a way to take into consideration the context of each user. We have developed a
prototype to verify the potential and the capability of our approach. We have elaborated a set of
experiments and tested them on real data. The results were satisfactory and encouraging.
When processing real world data, the issue of information completeness arises. There are, of
course, social network profiles with missing information and photos that have not been
previously tagged. This would prevent the system to discover the relationship type with people
who appear in those photos. Therefore, we must consider not only previously tagged photos by
users, as it is done in this current work, but also photos that have not been tagged. We are
currently working on this issue and we intend to apply image-processing techniques, such as
face detection and face recognition algorithms, to improve the obtained results. In addition,
users may assign persons with tags that refer to adjectives, words, nicknames rather than their
real names contacts’ names. To solve this issue, we plan to include efficient algorithms and
some semantic similarity measures to allow tag disambiguation. We also further wish to fully
integrate users’ preference by letting users propose their own rules.
Acknowledgments We would like to thank Parag Singla, Henry Kautz, Jiebo Luo, Andrew Gallagher for
providing us the set of rules they used in their work [30].

Appendix A—Outline on association rule mining
Association Rule Mining (ARM) is part of the descriptive classification category in the
domain of data mining. It was introduced by [2] in order to identify relationships among a
set of items in a database. To this end, it seeks to find frequent itemsets (attribute-value pair)
then to derive association rules. An association rule has the form of: X ⇒Y where the left
hand part is called the rule body and the right hand part is called the rule’s head. Let us
suppose a database D of k instances having n attributes {a1,a2,…, an}. A record, d, of the
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database is called an itemset, and an itemset of k elements is called k-itemset. In an
association rule: X,Y⊆{a1,a2,…, an}, Y≠∅ and X∩Y=∅. In our case, an itemset contains
always the set of attributes in addition to the defined class. The rule’s head or right hand
part is an attribute that represents the class type while the left hand part is the set of
attributes associated to this rule’s head with a certain measure. The two classical and most
fundamental rule interestingness measures used are:

&
&

The support s: indicates the relative occurrence of X and Y within the overall dataset
and is defined as the number of records satisfying both X and Yover the total number of
records: sðX Þ ¼ jX [ Y j=k
The confidence c: is the probability of Y given X measured by computing the ratio of
the number of records satisfying both X and Yover the number of records satisfying X:
cðX ) Y Þ ¼ jX [ Y j=X

Appendix B—List of functions used in this study
Several functions are used in our approach to exploit information coming from user
preferences, user profiles, shared photos, salient objects and albums. We list them in
Tables 4 and 5.
A multimedia object, which is a photo in our context, can be described using its metadata,
its description, and the persons depicted in the photo. The main attributes describing a photo
that we use here are: Date, Time, and Location. To extract their values, we use the following
functions respectively: GetDate(photo), GetTime(photo), and GetPlaceGPS(photo). Another
important facet for the image is the visual part that is composed of the faces of the persons who
appear in the photo. We can count the number of persons that appear in a photo using the
GetCard(photo) function and retrieve their names GetContacts(photo). The main related
functions are listed in Table 6. GetName(so) recognizes the name of a salient object in a photo.
However, a user may tag the face of a person in the photo with a text different from real name,
e.g. nickname (Alex instead of Alexander), with the social relationship type (my dad, my boss,
etc.), or she can even mistype or misspell it (e.g. Alexandra instead of Aleksandra). So when a
tag doesn’t match any user’s contact real name, similar candidate real names are extracted using
the CompareText(str1,str2) function where str1 is the available tag and str2 represents the real
name (or nicknames) of all the other user’s contacts. Different similarity measures are used in
this case depending on the user’ choice. Syntactic similarity measures with a defined threshold
are useful when used to compare attributes like person names [7, 15]. Therefore, taking into
consideration the similarity score between is of great importance. For other attributes (place
name, description, etc.) semantic similarity measures can be used [9]. For instance, having two
photos one described with the name of a city (e.g., “Paris”) and another one with the name of a
Table 4 Main user profile functions
Used function

Description

GetProfile(uid)

Extracts a profile of a given user

GetContacts(uid)

Extracts the list of contacts of a given user

GetAge(uid)

Gets the age of a person

GetGender(uid)

Gets the Gender of a person

RetrievePhotos(uid)

Gets all the main user photos and albums as well as those shared by her contacts
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Table 5 Main user preferences functions
Used function

Description

GetRelationshipTypes(uid)

Gets the list of relationship types given by a user

GetRelationshipKeywords
(uid, relType)

Retrieves the list of keywords associated by a user to a relationship type

GetAgeRange(uid)

Gets the age distribution as defined by the user: the minimum and the
maximum age for considering a person as baby, kid, adult, or senior

GetHolidays(uid)

Gets the calendar of holidays (summer vacation, Christmas, etc.). This can be
obtained manually by the user or by accepting the default holidays defined
within a country, a region, etc.

GetPlaceName(uid, relType) Gets the name of a place based on the relationship type (work place name,
home place name, friend place name) provided manually by the user or
automatically from the user profile
GetPlaceGPS(uid, relType)

Gets the GPS longitude and latitude of the place (home or work) related to a
given relationship type

GetWorkTime(uid),
GetNotWorkTime(uid)
GetWorkDays(uid),
GetNonWorkDays(uid)

Get the working hours and non-working hours respectively of a given user
Gets the weekly working days and non-working days (weekends)
respectively of a given user

famous place of this city (e.g., “Eiffel Tour”). These two descriptions are syntactically different,
however semantically they are related since “Eiffel Tour” is in “Paris”.
Table 7 shows some other functions used in the discovery process. The CheckRuleValidity
(Rule) tests the validity of a rule function. For a given photo collection that belongs to a user,
each photo is processed by the rule validator component. When a photo matches with a rule, the
rule related relationship type is consequently assigned to the persons that appear in the photo. In
this case, the applied rule is considered as “valid”. It is possible that, one or more rules don’t
match with any of the photo in the collection. Thus, those rules are considered as “invalid”.
Table 6 Main photo, salient object and albums functions
Used function

Description

GetTime(photo)

Gets the time of image creation

GetDate(photo)

Gets the date of image creation

GetContacts(photo)

Retrieves the names of the persons in the photo

GetCard(photo)

Returns the number of persons in a photo

GetCaption(photo)
GetDescription
(photoalbum)

Retrieves the keywords describing a photo
Retrieves the keywords describing a photo album

GetDescription(photo)

Retrieves the keywords describing a photo and its corresponding
photo album

GetPlaceGPS(photo)

Gets the GPS Longitude and Latitude from the photo

CheckPlace(photo)

Retrieves the description and the location of the place depicted in the
photo. Then it checks if the extracted information corresponds to
any information from the user preferences. If a correspondence exists
the function returns its value, if not the place is indicated as UnknownPlace

GetPersons(photo)

Returns people names in a photo by recognizing their faces

GetName(so)

Returns the name of a salient object
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Table 7 Other functions
Used function

Description

CoAppear(uid1,uid2)

Check how many times two persons appeared together in a photo

CheckAgeRange(uid1,uid2)

Computes the difference of age between two persons

CheckAgeRange(photo, Contacts) Computes the difference of age between persons depicted in the
photo and it returns the maximum difference
CompareText(str1,str2)
Distance(point1, point2)
CheckRuleValidity(Rule)

Computes the similarity score between two texts. Different syntactic
and semantic similarity measures can be used.
Computes the distance between two GPS points
Tests the validity of a rule over the information extracted from a
photo and from the depicted user’s profile in the photo. Rules are
stored as “valid basic rules” or “invalid basic rules”. Persons depicted
in the photos are assigned the type indicated in the rule if the rule is
valid.
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